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We investigate a new metric, the normalized point source sensitivity (PSSN), for characterizing the
seeing-limited performance of large telescopes. As the PSSNmetric is directly related to the photometric
error of background limited observations, it represents the efficiency loss in telescope observing time. The
PSSNmetric properly accounts for the optical consequences of wave front spatial frequency distributions
due to different error sources, which differentiates from traditional metrics such as the 80% encircled
energy diameter and the central intensity ratio. We analytically show that multiplication of individual
PSSN values due to individual errors is a good approximation for the total PSSNwhen various errors are
considered simultaneously. We also numerically confirm this feature for Zernike aberrations as well as
for the numerous error sources considered in the error budget of the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) using
a ray optics simulator. Additionally, we discuss other pertinent features of the PSSN, including its rela-
tions to Zernike aberration, RMS wave front error, and central intensity ratio. © 2009 Optical Society
of America
OCIS codes: 110.6770, 110.3925.
1. Introduction
The optical performance of an extremely large
astronomical telescope, such as the Thirty Meter
Telescope (TMT), is a major concern for the astrono-
mers and engineers developing these next genera-
tion, ground based facilities [1,2]. While the design
should be guided by the optimization of this perfor-
mance, performance degradation should also be
allocated among the various components of the ob-
servatory, i.e., an error budget should be established.
“Performance” being an abstract term, these opera-
tions can only be carried out through an appropriate
performance metric. First and foremost, an ade-
quate performance metric should reflect the scien-
tific capabilities of the observatory. In addition, it
is desirable to predict or estimate overall perfor-
mance of the telescope when aberrations from multi-
ple error sources are combined. This estimation
feature of a metric is especially important when de-
signing and budgeting errors for a large telescope
such as TMT, since its design and modeling tasks
are highly distributed to multiple optical designers,
vendors, and manufacturers [3].
The root mean square of the wave front error (RMS
WFE), 80% encircled energy diameter (EE80), and
central intensity ratio (CIR) are often used as perfor-
mance metrics for astronomical telescopes. In the
case of small and mostly random (uncorrelated) aber-
rations, like the residuals after adaptive optics (AO)
corrections, the RMS WFE is the universally ac-
cepted metric. Multiple, statistically independent ef-
fects can be combined in an error budget by adding
the wave front variances of the individual aberra-
tions, that is, by calculating the root sum square
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(RSS) of the RMS WFEs. However, if the aberrations
are relatively large, as during seeing-limited obser-
vation without AO corrections, the RMS WFE fails
in describing the telescope performance well enough.
It is so because higher spatial frequency aberrations
degrade many types of science more than lower fre-
quency aberrations, even if they both have the same
RMS WFE. The CIR [4] was developed to mitigate
the problems associated with the larger optical er-
rors of seeing-limited observations. However, as an
extension to the Strehl ratio, it considers only the
central intensity of the point spread function
(PSF); therefore it is also insufficient for describing
spatial contributions of telescope aberrations. On
the other hand, while the EE80 metric is known to
describe science performance well, overall assess-
ment from multiple error sources (error budgeting)
is challenging since this metric has nonlinear char-
acteristics when the errors are within the physical
optics regime.
We consequently propose a new metric, the nor-
malized point source sensitivity (PSSN), for charac-
terizing the seeing-limited performance of large
telescopes. This metric is directly related to the
photometric error of background limited observa-
tions so that it accurately represents the efficiency
loss of science due to increased telescope observing
time. The PSSN metric also properly accounts for
the consequences of different spatial frequency dis-
tributions for different wave front error sources,
which makes it superior to traditional metrics such
as CIR and EE80 for estimating seeing-limited er-
rors. The combination of contributions from multiple
error sources is also well understood.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
first introduce the definition of the PSSN along with
its physical interpretation. After we summarize the
properties of the PSSN in Section 3, we verify these
properties analytically and numerically in Sections 4
and 5, respectively. We conclude in Section 6.
2. Definition
As King [5] pointed out, the photometric error, i.e.,
the intensity variance of an astronomical point
source (star) due to sky background depends on
the star intensity Istar, the background irradiance
b, and the shape of the PSF of the optics. For back-
ground limited observations (b≫ Istar), this photo-
metric error σ2int is proportional to the background
and inversely proportional to the integral square
of the PSF:
σ2int ¼
IstarR
∞
jPSFð~θÞj2
PSFð~θÞþb=Istar
d~θ
≈
bR
∞
jPSFð~θÞj2d~θ ; ð1Þ
where ~θ is the two-dimensional coordinate for the
PSF, typically in units of radians (or meter). We will
call the integral square of the PSF the point source
sensitivity (PSS) of the telescope:
PSS≡
Z
∞
jPSFð~θÞj2d~θ: ð2Þ
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a background
limited astronomical observation can be improved
by increasing the integration time T:
SNR ¼ IstarTﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σ2intT
q ≈
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PSS
b
r ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
T
p
: ð3Þ
Assuming the same target SNR, the relative integra-
tion time increase due to telescope aberrations de-
pends only on the corresponding change in PSS.
By introducing the normalized point source sensitiv-
ity (PSSN), we now have a metric directly related to
the scientific productivity of the telescope:
PSSN ¼
R
∞
jPSFtþaþeð~θÞj2d~θR
∞
jPSFtþað~θÞj2d~θ
; ð4Þ
where PSFtþa is the time-averaged PSF of the ideal
telescope exposed to the atmosphere and PSFtþaþe is
the time-averaged PSF of an aberrated telescope ex-
posed to the atmosphere. The subscripts t, a, and e in
PSFtþa and PSFtþaþe represent that the optical
transfer function (OTF) is modified due to the tele-
scope aperture, atmosphere, and telescope error, re-
spectively. We will use this notation throughout
this paper.
A different line of thought, based on linear system
theory, leads us to the same metric. Figure 1 shows
the conceptual schematic of an optical system (such
as an astronomical telescope), where the system in-
put and output are defined as the spatial intensity
spectra Ig and Ii of the perfect (geometric) and aber-
rated images, respectively. The optical system is
characterized by its OTF, linking the output to the
input in a linear way. The source of the perturbation
is denoted as the plant P, which includes both atmo-
spheric and telescope aberration. The perturbations
are corrected by active and adaptive optics systems
indicated by the K feedback loop. The objective in
designing and controlling an optical system is
Fig. 1. (Color online) Conceptual schematic for an optical system.
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“maximizing” Ii for all potential Ig; that is, “maximiz-
ing” the system. While there are various ways to de-
fine the “size” of a linear system; the most common
and generally useful way to do so is by its H2 norm,
based on the integral square of the OTF.
Since the OTFand the PSFare related through the
Fourier transformation according to the Parseval’s
energy conservation theorem, the H2 norm can also
be represented using the PSF:
H22 ¼
Z
∞
jOTFð~f Þj2d~f ¼
Z
∞
jPSFð~θÞj2d~θ ¼ PSS; ð5Þ
where ~f is the two-dimensional coordinate for the
OTF, typically in units of cycles per radian (or cycles
per meter). Therefore, the proposed metric, PSSN,
can also be expressed as
PSSN ¼
R
∞
jOTFtþaþeð~f Þj2d~fR
∞
jOTFtþað~f Þj2d~f
; ð6Þ
where OTFtþa and OTFtþaþe are the OTFs of PSFtþa
and PSFtþaþe, respectively.
It is worth noting that for diffraction limited obser-
vations by space telescopes or adaptive optics aided
ground based observatories the relevant metric is
PSS, as the reference of course is the perfect image.
It was suggested by Muller [6] and later investigated
by Christou [7] as the S1 metric of sharpness.
3. Properties
Based on its definition, we find that the PSSN has
the following properties, discussed in the remainder
of this paper.
P1 The PSSN becomes unity when there are no
telescope errors and 0 when the error is infinitely
large:
0 ≤ PSSN ≤ 1: ð7Þ
P2 The PSSN has a multiplicative feature for low
frequency and weak aberrations. Suppose there are
multiple errors on the telescope. Let PSSNC and
PSSNM be the PSSN for all combined error and
for multiplied values of PSSN from individual errors,
respectively. Then, PSSNM approximates PSSNC:
PSSNC ≈ PSSNM: ð8Þ
P3 The PSSN has a relation to RMS WFE if we
assume the RMS WFE is small:
PSSN ≈ 1 − ασ2; ð9Þ
where σ is the RMSWFE and α is a proportional con-
stant independent to σ. However, α is a function of
wavelength, aberration frequency [correlation length
of the optical path difference (OPD)], and Fried para-
meter, ro.
P4 The PSSN can be approximated to the square of
the Strehl ratio for white noise aberration (0 correla-
tion length of OPD). This is because the energy in
PSF spreads out beyond the Fried parameter, ro.
Therefore,
PSSN ≈ 1 − 2σ2; ð10Þ
where σ is the RMS WFE in radians and α becomes
2=rad2.
P5 The PSSN has a relation to the central inten-
sity ratio (CIR) [4] as
1 − PSSN
1 − CIR
≈ γ; ð11Þ
where γ is a proportional constant and a function of
wavelength, aberration frequency, and atmosphere
ro. The constant γ becomes 2 for white noise aberra-
tions since the CIR becomes the Strehl ratio for
white noise.
4. Analytical Analysis
A. Simplification of Normalized Point Source Sensitivity
The PSF (before exposed to atmosphere) due to an
aberrated telescope can be represented as
PSFtþeð~θÞ ¼

Z
r
Að~rÞe−jkOPDð~rÞej~θ~rd~r

2
; ð12Þ
where~r and d~r are the two-dimensional coordinates
for the OPD (typically in meter units); k is the wave
number defined as 2π=λ; λ is the wavelength; and
Að~rÞ is the real, nonnegative telescope pupil function
normalized with
R
A2ð~rÞd~r ¼ 1. Using the Fourier
transformation properties and integration proper-
ties, the OTF of PSFtþe is obtained as
OTFtþeð~f Þ ¼
Z
r
Að~rÞAð~r − λ~f Þe−jΩð~r;λ~f Þd~r; ð13Þ
where Ωð~r; λ~f Þ is defined as the OPD difference
between~r and ~r − λ~f in radians,
Ωð~r; λ~f Þ≡ kðOPDð~rÞ −OPDð~r − λ~f ÞÞ: ð14Þ
We will use Ω for representing Ωð~r; λ~f Þ in the remain-
der of this paper for simplicity. We obtain the
OTFtþaþe, time-averaged OTF of the aberrated tele-
scope exposed to the atmosphere if we consider the
exposed OTF of the atmosphere,
OTFtþaþeð~f Þ ¼ OTFað~f Þ ·
Z
r
Að~rÞAð~r − λ~f Þe−jΩd~r;
ð15Þ
where OTFað~f Þ is the time-averaged OTF of the
atmosphere.
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We define OTFe such that
OTFeð~f Þ≡ he−jΩir; ð16Þ
where h·ir defines a new operator, average of overlap-
ping pupil, such that
h·ir ≡
R
r Að~rÞAð~r − λ~f Þð·Þd~rR
r Að~rÞAð~r − λ~f Þd~r
: ð17Þ
Then the OTFtþaþe can be represented as a multipli-
cation of OTFtþa and OTFe, where OTFtþa is the
time-averaged OTF of the ideal telescope exposed
to the atmosphere, and OTFe is the time-averaged
OTF due to the telescope aberrations only; i.e.,
OTFtþaþeð~f Þ ¼ OTFtþað~f Þ · OTFeð~f Þ: ð18Þ
Using Eqs. (6) and (18), we simplify the definition of
the PSSN as
PSSN ¼ hjOTFeð~f Þj2i; ð19Þ
where h·i defines another new operator, average over
the atmosphere, such that
h·i≡
R
∞
ð·ÞjOTFtþað~f Þj2d~fR
∞
jOTFtþað~f Þj2d~f
: ð20Þ
Note that this operator is linear (i.e.,
hAþ Bi ¼ hAi þ hBi) and mathematically similar in
many ways to the average operator used in random
variable theory with the jOTFtþaj2 being a probabil-
ity density function. Thus, mathematically, PSSN is
the average of jOTFej2 over jOTFtþaj2. Note also that
0 ≤ PSSN ≤ 1, since 0 ≤ jOTFej ≤ 1 in Eq. (16), which
proves P1.
B. Multiplicative Features of Normalized Point Source
Sensitivity
For most errors on modern large telescopes, we
observe that the jOTFeð~f Þj is much wider than the
jOTFtþað~f Þj. This implies that jOTFeð~f Þj changes only
by a small amount over the region of interest where
jOTFtþað~f Þj is defined meaningfully. Therefore, for
calculation convenience, we define a small valued
positive real function, ϵð~f Þ, such that
jOTFeð~f Þj2 ¼ 1 − ϵð~f Þ: ð21Þ
Suppose that there are two errors on the telescope,
which generate their jOTFeð~f Þj2 values as 1 − ϵ1ð~f Þ
and 1 − ϵ2ð~f Þ. Then, the combined PSSN (PSSNC)
can be computed as
PSSNC ¼ 1 − hϵ1ð~f Þi − hϵ2ð~f Þi þ hϵmð~f Þi; ð22Þ
where ϵmð~f Þ is also a small valued function due to the
cross talk between two aberrations. On the other
hand, the multiplied PSSN (PSSNM) from individual
PSSNs can be denoted as
PSSNM ¼ h1 − ϵ1ð~f Þih1 − ϵ2ð~f Þi
¼ 1 − hϵ1ð~f Þi − hϵ2ð~f Þi þ hϵ1ð~f Þihϵ2ð~f Þi: ð23Þ
The two equations in Eqs. (22) and (23) immediately
imply that PSSN is multiplicative to the first order
since the first order hϵii values are small; therefore,
their second orders are even smaller.
In order to further investigate the PSSN multipli-
cative feature beyond the first order, we first define
the difference of Eqs. (22) and (23) as Δ. Then,
Δ≡ PSSNC − PSSNM ¼ hϵmð~f Þi − hϵ1ð~f Þihϵ1ð~f Þi:
ð24Þ
We compute Δ analytically and decompose it into
several terms using the Taylor expansion technique:
Δ ¼ Δ2 þΔ4 þΔ6 þ    ; ð25Þ
where Δi denotes the ith order expansion term of Δ.
Note that odd orders vanish and the first and second
dominant terms are the second and fourth orders,
which can be calculated as
Δ2 ¼ 2hhΩ1irhΩ2ir − hΩ1Ω2iriΔ4
¼ ðhhΩ21irhΩ22iri − hhΩ21irihhΩ22iriÞ
þ ðhhΩ21irhΩ1Ω2iri þ hhΩ22irhΩ1Ω2iri
þ hhΩ21irihhΩ2i2r i þ hhΩ1i2r ihhΩ22iri
− hhΩ1i2r ihhΩ2i2r iÞ; ð26Þ
where Ω1 and Ω2 are the corresponding Ω values in
Eq. (14) for individual errors such that Ω ¼ Ω1 þ Ω2.
In order to further analyze the significance of Δ,
we make the following assumptions:
A1 Normalized power: We assume the total power
on the aperture is unity. All OTFs have a value of one
at the origin.
A2 Low order and weak aberration: As the error
becomes smaller or the correlation length of OPD
due to the error becomes larger than the atmosphere
correlation length, ϵið~f Þ becomes small relative to
unity near the origin. This assumption results in
the Taylor expansion approximation becoming valid
for our analytical analysis. We consider Δ up to
fourth order and ϵið~f Þ up to second order in terms
of Ωi as in Eq. (26).
A3 Independent aberrations: We assume multiple
errors are statistically independent. By independent,
we mean that two OPDs are uncorrelated over any
region where the aperture is defined. Mathemati-
cally, we denote the dependence as
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Z
s
Z
s0
Að~rÞAð~r0ÞOPD1ð~rÞOPD2ð~r0Þd~rd~r0
¼
Z
s
Að~rÞOPD1ð~rÞd~r
Z
s0
Að~r0ÞOPD2ð~r0Þd~r0; ð27Þ
where OPD1 and OPD2 are two OPDs from two aber-
rations and are defined in~r and~r0 space, respectively.
This assumption results in the following relation:
hΩ1Ω2ir ¼ hΩ1irhΩ2ir: ð28Þ
Therefore, Δ2 vanishes in Eq. (26) and Δ4 becomes
the most dominant term (i.e., Δ ≈Δ4).
A4 Large and symmetric telescope: We assume that
the diameter of the telescope is much larger than λ~f ,
where ~f is meaningfully defined due to the Fried
parameter, r0. We also assume that the telescope
aperture is symmetric, i.e., Að~rÞ ¼ Að−~rÞ. This as-
sumption results in the following relation:
hΩiir ≈ 0 for i ¼ 1 or 2: ð29Þ
A5 Isotropic aberrations: We assume that the
aberrations are isotropic; i.e., the OTFe values are
centro-symmetric in ~f space and are represented
as a function of j~f j. We also assume that OTFe is
approximated up to the second order with respect
to j~f j.
A6 Long exposure atmosphere: The atmosphere
OTF is described by the long exposure atmosphere
[8], defined as
OTFaðrÞ ¼ exp

−3:44

r
ro=λ

5=3

: ð30Þ
Suppose that assumptions in A1–A4 are valid; then
one can find that Δ becomes simplified as follows:
Δ ≈ hϵ1ϵ2i − hϵ1ihϵ2i; ð31Þ
where we have dropped the symbol ~f in ϵið~f Þ for
simplicity.
Note that Δ in Eq. (31) is mathematically similar
to the statistic correlation in the random probability
theory. According to the theory, Δ is bounded by the
product of the standard deviations of ϵ1ð~f Þ and ϵ2ð~f Þ,
jΔj ≤
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðhϵ21i − hϵ1i2Þðhϵ22i − hϵ2i2Þ
q
; ð32Þ
and becomes 0 when two ϵið~f Þ values are uncorre-
lated in ~f space.
Additional assumptions of A5 and A6 make Δ
further simplified. Due to mathematical complexity,
we detail the calculation in Appendix A:
Δ ≈ 1:2119ð1 − PSSN1Þð1 − PSSN2Þ; ð33Þ
where PSSN1 and PSSN2 are individual PSSNs of
two error sources, and the constant 1.2119 repre-
sents a dimensionless, unique value for the case of
atmosphere we applied (long exposure atmosphere
[8]). By using a Taylor series approximation up to
the second order, note that Δ is a positive number
and is equal to the maximum boundary in
Eq. (32). Since we use the same positive polarity of
coefficients for approximating ϵ1ð~f Þ and ϵ2ð~f Þ, the re-
sult obtained in Eq. (33) represents the correlation
coefficient of 1; thus, it is the same as the analytical
boundary in Eq. (32). However, in general, Δ can be
either positive or negative depending on the correla-
tion between two ϵið~f Þ values. Therefore, Eq. (33) is
reformulated using the analytical boundary ΔA:
jΔj ≤ ΔA ≈ 1:2119ð1 − PSSN1Þð1 − PSSN2Þ: ð34Þ
Equation (34) implies that the difference Δ between
PSSNC and PSSNM is within the analytical bound-
ary ΔA; i.e,
jPSSNC − PSSNM j ≤ ΔA: ð35Þ
Note that 1 − PSSNi is normally a small value; thus,
ΔA is on the order of the square of 1 − PSSNi. For ex-
ample, let us assume that PSSN1 ¼ PSSN2 ¼ 0:95.
Then, ΔA becomes 3 × 10−3.
Furthermore, we consider N different errors by
generalizing Eq. (34). Suppose that individual errors
generate ϵi, where i ¼ 1; 2;    ;N and their multi-
plied and combined PSSN are PSSNM and PSSNC,
respectively. Then, the difference, ΔT , between mul-
tiplied and combined PSSN becomes
ΔT ¼
XN
i¼1
XN
j¼iþ1
ðhϵiϵji− hϵiihϵjiÞ
−
XN
i¼1
XN
j¼iþ1
XN
k¼jþ1
ðhϵiϵjϵki− hϵiihϵjihϵkiÞ
þ   þ ð−1ÞNðhϵ1ϵ2   ϵNi− hϵiihϵji    hϵNiÞ: ð36Þ
We apply the same assumptions to get an approxi-
mated boundary ΔA of ΔT using the Taylor expan-
sion again, detailed in Appendix A:
ΔA ≈
hr4i − hr2i2
hr2i2
XN
i¼1
XN
j¼iþ1
ð1 − PSSNiÞð1 − PSSNjÞ
−
hr6i − hr2i3
hr2i3
XN
i¼1
XN
j¼iþ1
XN
k¼jþ1
ð1 − PSSNiÞ
× ð1 − PSSNjÞð1 − PSSNkÞ þ    þ ð−1ÞN
×
hr2Ni − hr2iN
hr2iN
YN
i¼1
ð1 − PSSNiÞ; ð37Þ
where PSSNi is the PSSN value for the ith error. We
further assume that the errors have the same PSSN
(uniformly distributed errors in PSSN value sense);
then we approximate ΔA as in Eq. (38):
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ΔA ≈
XN
n¼2
ð−1Þn hr
2ni − hr2in
hr2in
×

1 −N
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − PSSNmultiplied
q n
:
ð38Þ
Figure 2 shows the analytically calculated ΔA using
Eq. (38) as a function of the number of errors (N)
when the multiplied PSSNs are 0.8, 0.85, and 0.9, re-
spectively. When the multiplied PSSN is 0.85, theΔA
is near 7 × 10−3 and increases to around 2:1 × 10−2 as
the number of errors increases from 2 to 100. This
implies that the multiplicative feature is valid within
2% when the science loss of all combined errors is
smaller than 15%.
C. Relation to Wave Front Errors
Using Eqs. (16), (19), and (21), we expand the PSSN
in terms of Ω:
PSSN ¼
X∞
p¼0
Xp
n¼0
ð−jÞp
n!ðp − nÞ! hΩ
nirhΩp−nir

: ð39Þ
If we normalize the OPD such that kOPDð~rÞ ¼ σSð~rÞ,
where σ represents the RMS WFE in radians and
Sð~rÞ is the normalized OPD in unit-less dimension,
i.e.,
R
Að~rÞSð~rÞ2d~r ¼ 1, then Ω can be represented
with σ:
Ωð~r; λ~f Þ ¼ σΔSð~r; λ~f Þ; ð40Þ
where ΔSð~r; λ~f Þ is defined as Sð~rÞ − Sð~r − λ~f Þ. Then,
Eq. (39) can be represented as
PSSN ¼ 1þ a1σ þ a2σ2 þ    ; ð41Þ
where the ai coefficients are defined as
ap ¼
Xp
n¼0
ð−jÞp
n!ðp − nÞ! hhΔS
nirhΔSp−niri: ð42Þ
Note that the odd coefficients are all pure imaginary
numbers, while the even coefficients are all real, sug-
gesting that the odd orders vanish since the OTF ab-
solute square is a real number. Therefore, Eq. (41)
shows that the first dominant term with respect to
RMS WFE is second order and the PSSN is an even
function to RMS WFE. This proves P3 in Section 3.
D. Relation to Strehl Ratio
We find that the α value in P3 is the negative value of
a2 in Eq. (42); i.e.,
α ¼ −a2 ¼ hhΔSð~r; λ~f Þi2r þ hΔSð~r; λ~f Þ2iri: ð43Þ
Suppose that the aberration is statistically random
(within atmosphere exposure time), the OPD of the
aberration is zero mean, and the correlation length
of the aberration is zero (i.e., zero-mean white noise).
If E½· denotes the time average (or statistic average)
of the aberration, then α becomes
α ¼ hhE½ΔSð~r; λ~f Þi2r þ hE½ΔSð~r; λ~f Þ2iri: ð44Þ
Since E½ΔSð~r; λ~f Þ is 0 and
E½ΔSð~r; λ~f Þ2 ¼ E½ðSð~rÞ − Sð~r − λ~f ÞÞ2
¼ ðE½Sð~rÞ2 þ E½Sð~r − λ~f Þ2
− 2E½Sð~rÞSð~r − λ~f ÞÞ ¼ 2; ð45Þ
we find the α value for the white noise aberration:
α ¼ 2: ð46Þ
This implies that the energy spreads out beyond any
ro if the aberration is white noise and the PSSN be-
comes the square of the Strehl ratio. This proves P4
in Section 3.
E. Relation to Central Intensity Ratio
The CIR is similar to the Strehl ratio but includes the
atmosphere; i.e., it is an intensity-based ratio, de-
fined as the central intensity given by the aberrated
telescope divided by the central intensity given by an
equivalent perfect telescope [4] . Therefore, the CIR
can be denoted as
CIR ¼ PSFtþaþeð
~θ ¼ 0Þ
PSFtþað~θ ¼ 0Þ
: ð47Þ
Since the OTFand the PSF have a Fourier transform
relation, Eq. (47) can be represented using OTFs:
CIR ¼
R
∞
OTFtþaþeð~f Þd~fR
∞
OTFtþað~f Þd~f
: ð48Þ
Fig. 2. (Color online) Analytically calculatedΔA using Eq. (38) as
a function of number of errors (N) when the multiplied PSSNs are
0.8, 0.85, and 0.9, respectively. ΔA represents the maximum
boundary for difference between combined and multiplied PSSN.
We assume A1 to A6 are all valid. We also assume that errors have
the same PSSN (uniformly distributed errors in PSSN value
sense).
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We apply the same technique as Eq. (19) to denote
the CIR as
CIR ¼ hOTFeð~f ÞiCIR; ð49Þ
where h·iCIR defines a new operator, average over the
atmosphere in CIR space, such that
h·iCIR ≡
R
∞
ð·ÞOTFtþað~f Þd~fR
∞
OTFtþað~f Þd~f
: ð50Þ
Thus, mathematically, the CIR is the average of
OTFe over OTFtþa. We also expand the CIR using
its Taylor expansion with respect to the RMSWFE σ:
CIR ¼ 1þ b1σ þ b2σ2 þ    ; ð51Þ
where the bi coefficients are defined as
bn ¼
ð−jÞn
n!
hhΔSð~r; λ~f Þni~riCIR: ð52Þ
Note also that odd coefficients are all pure imaginary
numbers while even coefficients are all real, suggest-
ing that odd orders are all vanishing since the CIR is
a real number. Therefore, Eq. (51) shows that the
first dominant term with respect to RMS WFE is
the second order and the CIR is an even function
to RMS WFE. The CIR can be approximated up to
the second order of the RMS WFE if we assume
the RMS WFE is small:
CIR ≈ 1 − βσ2; ð53Þ
where β is also a proportional constant independent
to σ for CIR. Therefore, together with P3, the PSSN
has a relation to CIR as in P5, where γ is defined as
γ ≡ αβ : ð54Þ
In addition, if we suppose that the OPD of the aber-
ration is zero mean and the correlation length of the
aberration is zero (i.e., zero-mean white noise), one
can find that the β value becomes 1 using Eq. (45).
This implies that the energy spreads out beyond
any ro if the aberration is white noise and the CIR
becomes the Strehl ratio. Therefore, we prove P5
in Section 3.
However, we observe that the second order approx-
imation made in Eq. (53) fails for certain aberrations
such as Zernike tip/tilt or coma aberrations. For
those aberrations, a higher order term than the sec-
ond order becomes dominant. It is due to this that we
define the CIR at the PSF center of the unaberrated
telescope.
F. Spatial Frequency Dependence of Normalized Point
Source Sensitivity
In order to demonstrate the spatial frequency
dependence of PSSN, we calculate the PSSN using
the following analytical model:
M1We assume an infinitely large telescope, so the
OTF is only limited by the atmosphere and/or the
telescope aberrations; i.e., OTFtþaþeð~f Þ ¼ OTFaþeð~f Þ
and OTFtþað~f Þ ¼ OTFað~f Þ.
M2 We assume long exposure Kolmogorov atmo-
sphere [8] with Fried parameter of ro for the atmo-
spheric aberration. Then, OTFað~f Þ can be defined
as Eq. (30).
M3 The telescope aberration is random shift-
invariant and isotropic. Its structure function has
the form of
DðrÞ ¼ σ2ϕ

1 − exp

−

r
σd

2

; ð55Þ
where σϕ is the RMSWFE in unit of radians and σd is
the correlation length of the aberration in unit of
meters.
We calculated the PSSN analytically using this
model by varying parameters of ro, σϕ, and σd. The
x and y axes in Fig. 3 show the Fried parameter nor-
malized to correlation length of the aberration (ro=σd)
and calculated αo ¼ ð1 − PSSNÞ=σ2ϕ values, respec-
tively. Note that αo is a sum of the α value and higher
order residuals as defined in P3 and Subsection 4.C
(αo ¼ ð1 − PSSNÞ=σ2ϕ ¼ αþ a4σ2ϕ þ a6σ4ϕ þ   ). There-
fore, αo approaches α as σϕ decreases.
Figure 3 illuminates a few key characteristics of
PSSN. First, as the correlation length of the aberra-
tion decreases (and its relative spatial frequency
ro=σd increases), the aberration becomes stronger
compared to the atmospheric aberrations. This in
turn results in decreasing PSSN (increasing αo) even
Fig. 3. (Color online) Analytically calculated PSSN using our
simple analytical model (M1 to M3). The x and y axes show the
Fried parameter normalized to correlation length of the aberration
(ro=σd) and calculated αo ¼ ð1 − PSSNÞ=σ2ϕ values, respectively.
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for the same RMS WFE. We can also observe that αo
asymptotically approaches 2=rad2 for very small σϕ,
just as P4 suggests.
Second, αo becomes independent of σϕ as σϕ be-
comes small. This again illustrates the validity of
P3 if RMS WFE (σϕ) is small.
Third, in the most practical regime when aberra-
tion frequency is much lower than the atmospheric
frequency (ro=σd ≪ 1), αo converges to the low fre-
quency α values shown in Table 1. More importantly,
Fig. 3 also indicates that αo is virtually independent
of RMS WFE in a significant frequency range for low
frequencies. In other words, Eq. (6) is valid up to re-
latively high spatial frequency errors.
5. Numerical Analysis
A. Simulation Method
In order to verify the properties of the PSSN that we
have investigated in the analytical studies in the
Section 4, we perform numerical simulations with
aberrations on a 30m circular pupil. Figure 4 shows
the numerical calculation procedure for the PSSN
with an example of Zernike mode 800 aberration
(all Zernike modes in this paper refer to Zernike Noll
modes [9]). First, we introduce Zernike aberrations
in the pupil map. After we obtain their PSFs and
OTFs using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algo-
rithm built into Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc.), we
produce the atmosphere-exposed OTFs by multiply-
ing the OTFs and long-exposure atmosphere OTF [8]
denoted in Eq. (30). Then, we obtain the PSStþaþe [be-
fore normalization as in the numerator in Eq. (6)] in
the OTF domain using the Parseval’s energy conser-
vation theorem. This computation flow is shown
across the top of Fig. 4. Likewise, across the bottom
of Fig. 4, we compute the atmosphere-exposed PSS
for ideal telescope [before normalization as in the de-
nominator in Eq. (6)] using an aberrated OPD map.
Finally, we obtain the normalized PSS by dividing
PSStþaþe by PSStþa.
We use a 1=64m per pixel sampling grid with
2048 × 2048 pixels across the pupil, a Nyquist sam-
pling for FFT, a Fried parameter ro of 200mm, and a
wavelength of 500nm for the numerical simulation
parameters.
We also obtain the CIR values using a similar cal-
culation procedure. Calculating CIR values differs
from our method of calculating PSSN values by inte-
gration of the OTF (CIR) versus the OTF squared
(PSSN) in the numerator and denominator as shown
in Fig. 4.
B. Simulation Results
For Zernike aberrations of mode 4, 100, 200, 400, and
800, we compute the PSSN with respect to its RMS
WFE, and the results are shown in Fig. 5(a). The si-
mulated RMS WFE ranges from 0 to 160nm. For all
aberrations, the PSSN is 1 when the RMS WFE is
zero and decreases as the RMS WFE increases.
The PSSN decreases faster for higher-mode Zernike
aberrations, as expected. A log-log scale plot of 1 −
PSSN is shown in Fig. 5(b). Note that the plots in
Fig. 5(b) are close to linear lines if the RMS WFE
is small and the ratio between the x and y axes is
2, verifying P3. The linear lines in Fig. 5(b) begin
to distort as the RMS WFE increases. Higher-order
Zernikes distort earlier than lower-order Zernikes.
We have performed similar simulations for other
Zernikes and computed the α values in Eq. (9).
Table 1 summarizes the results in the fifth column.
The α values are numerically evaluated at the RMS
WFE of 2nm. From the results, we observe that the α
values of lower azimuthal aberrations are larger in
the same radial Zernike order. This is because the
atmosphere we consider is isotropic; thus, lower azi-
muthal (or higher radial) aberrations become more
sensitive (lower PSSN values) than higher azimuthal
(or less radial) aberrations to the point source. We
also find that the α value for the white noise is close
to 2, as we expect in P4 in Eq. (10).
Table 1. Numerically Calculated α, β, and γ Values
Zernike Mode Radial Order Azimuthal Order
TMT Pupil 30m Pupil
α½=rad2 α½=rad2 β½=rad2 γ
4 2 0 3:086e − 04 2:823e − 04 3:233e − 04 8:732e − 01
5 2 2 1:488e − 04 1:415e − 04 1:623e − 04 8:719e − 01
6 2 2 1:488e − 04 1:416e − 04 1:624e − 04 8:719e − 01
7 3 1 5:573e − 04 5:612e − 04 −6:297e − 03 −8:912e − 02
8 3 1 5:575e − 04 5:614e − 04 −6:298e − 03 −8:914e − 02
9 3 3 2:978e − 04 2:818e − 04 3:225e − 04 8:739e − 01
10 3 3 2:939e − 04 2:819e − 04 3:226e − 04 8:738e − 01
56 10 0 5:925e − 03 1:328e − 02 1:408e − 02 9:430e − 01
66 10 10 2:598e − 03 2:509e − 03 2:828e − 03 8:872e − 01
211 20 0 1:912e − 02 6:240e − 02 5:656e − 02 1:103eþ 00
231 20 20 9:370e − 03 9:176e − 03 1:013e − 02 9:060e − 01
821 40 0 7:009e − 02 1:764e − 01 1:399e − 01 1:261eþ 00
861 40 40 3:296e − 02 3:299e − 02 3:499e − 02 9:429e − 01
White Noise NA NA 1:962þ 00 1:963eþ 00 9:920e − 01 1:979eþ 00
aIts graphical representation is shown in Fig. 6.
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The fourth column of Table 1 shows α values cal-
culated using the TMT pupil. The TMT pupil we con-
sider includes 492 hexagonal segments with segment
gaps, the secondary mirror obscuration, and no sup-
port obscuration [3]. The α values for the two pupil
maps are similar except that the α values for the
TMT pupil become smaller than those of the ideal cir-
cular pupil when the azimuthal mode is small. This
is because the circular pupil includes more outside
region than the TMT pupil, which contains more
higher frequency aberrations.
Using the same aberrations, we also computed CIR
values to compare with PSSN. Figure 6(a) shows nu-
merically calculated α and β values for Zernike
modes, and Fig. 6(b) shows their ratios (γ ¼ α=β).
The β and γ values are also listed in the sixth and
seventh columns, respectively, in Table 1. We observe
the following relations between PSSN and CIR.
First, PSSN and CIR are well correlated for lower-
order Zernikes aberrations simulated as seen in
Fig. 6(a). The two metrics become more similar when
the radial order is smaller and the azimuthal order is
larger. Second, we observe PSSN is larger than CIR
(γ < 1) for smaller Zernike modes and smaller (γ > 1)
for higher Zernike modes. The γ values are near 0.87
for Zernike modes smaller than 10 and increase as
the Zernike mode increases. As discussed in P5,
the maximum limits for α and β are 2 and 1, respec-
tively, when the aberration is the white noise. There-
fore, the γ value is expected to approach 2 as the
Zernike mode becomes larger. The γ value for the
white noise in Table 1 also demonstrates this.
In order to verify the multiplicative feature of
PSSN (P2), we first obtain combined OPDs by adding
all OPDs that have equal RMS WFEs for the
Zernikes shown in Fig. 5 and then calculate the com-
bined PSSNs and RMS WFEs for the combined
OPDs. We also obtain multiplied PSSNs by multiply-
ing the PSSN values for all considered Zernikes
using the same RMS WFE. Then, we compare the
combined PSSNs to multiplied PSSNs. Figure 7
shows the simulation results. The difference between
combined and multiplied PSSN values is small when
the RMS WFE is small (or the multiplied PSSN is
close to 1) and increases as the RMS WFE increases
(or the multiplied PSSN becomes worse). The x axis
in Fig. 7 represents the computed RMS WFE for the
combined OPDs, which are same as the RSSed RMS
WFE due to the orthogonality of Zernikes.
Note that Zernikes are nonindependent errors (see
A3), while our analytical boundary ofΔA in Eq. (37) is
approximated for independent errors. Therefore, the
numerical ΔN cannot be directly compared to the
analytical boundary ΔA. For a more quantitative ver-
ification of the analytical boundary ΔA, we use the
TMT primary errors in comparing numerical ΔN
and analytical boundary ΔA; Fig. 8 shows the result.
The TMT primary errors include segment figuring
residual, segment thermal distortion, segment sup-
port print-through, segment in-plane residual, M1
segment out-of-plane residual, and M1 segment dy-
namic displacement residual. We have described
these errors in detail in our previous studies[3].
Since the TMTM1 primary errors include random
errors that are potentially independent of each other,
discussed in A3 (however, we have not verified
whether they are independent or not),ΔA is expected
Fig. 4. (Color online) Numerical procedure to calculate PSSN
with Zernike mode 800 aberration for example. The “L” in top left
on the figures denotes log scale plot.
Fig. 5. (Color online) Numerically calculated PSSN for Zernike 4, 100, 200, 400, and 800 modes with respect to the RMSWFE: (a) PSSN
plot in linear scale and (b) 1 − PSSN plot in a log-log scale.
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to estimate the boundary of ΔN better than in
Zernike aberrations. As seen in Fig. 8, the numeri-
cally obtained ΔN values are within the analytical
boundary of ΔA for most zenith angles, supporting
that our analytical studies and approximations are
valid for the practical errors within the TMT.
6. Summary
Among other science metrics, the normalized PSS is
distinguished in that it includes atmosphere infor-
mation by appropriately weighting telescope errors
in terms of atmosphere. Therefore, we believe that
the normalized PSS is truly a measure of the science
loss for seeing-limited instruments. Furthermore, it
has a multiplicative feature when combining multi-
ple error sources. In this paper, we find that the mul-
tiplicative feature is valid within a few percentages
(within 2% for independent errors) when the science
loss of all combined errors is smaller than 15% (i.e.,
the combined PSSN is larger than 85%). Since TMT
has a requirement that the telescope should not in-
troduce more than a 20% loss of science (the goal of
the TMT that seeing-limited performance of the tele-
scope achieves 80% of that of a perfect telescope is in
terms of “science performance ratio,” and its corre-
sponding goal in terms of PSSN is around 0.85
[1,2]), we believe that this metric is useful for optical
designing and budgeting errors of large, ground-
based telescopes such as TMT.
Proof of Eq. (33)
Suppose that the assumptions (from A1 to A6) made
in Subsection 4.B are all valid and two different er-
rors generate ϵ1 and ϵ2, respectively. If their PSSN
values are PSS1 and PSS2, respectively, then we
prove the following is true:
Δ≡ hϵ1ϵ2i − hϵ1ihϵ2i ≈ 1:2119ð1 − PSS1Þð1 − PSS2Þ:
ð56Þ
Fig. 6. (Color online) Numerically calculated (a) α, β, and (b) γ values for various Zernike modes. The azimuthal index, M, for the
simulated Zernike modes are either maximum or zero mode for a given Zernike radial index [].
Fig. 7. (Color online) Combined and multiplied PSSN. We first
obtain combined OPDs by adding all OPDs that have equal
RMS WFEs for the Zernikes shown in Fig. 5 and then calculate
the combined PSSNs and RMS WFEs for the combined OPDs.
We also obtain multiplied PSSNs by multiplying the PSSN values
for all considered Zernikes using the same RMS WFE.
Fig. 8. (Color online) Numerical differenceΔN and analytical dif-
ference boundary ΔA between combined and multiplied PSSN for
the TMTM1 primary errors. The two curves are obtained using two
independent methods. NumericalΔN values are from studies done
byNissly, et al. [3], and the analytical boundaryΔA is fromEq. (37).
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[Proof.]
First, we approximate individual ϵiðx; yÞ as
ϵiðx; yÞ ¼ a1xþ b1yþ a2x2 þ b2x2 þ c1;1xyþ…; ð57Þ
where the coefficients, ak, bk, and ci;j are
1
k!
∂kϵ
∂xk
jð0;0Þ;
1
k!
∂kϵ
∂yk
jð0;0Þ;
iþjCi
ðiþ jÞ!
∂iþjϵ
∂ix∂iy
jð0;0Þ;
respectively. Since the OTF has a Fourier transfor-
mation relation to the PSF and the PSF is a real po-
sitive valued function, according to the Fourier
transform property, OTFs (hence ϵ) are even func-
tions. Therefore, the odd orders are all dropped in
Eq. (57). With the further assumption that these er-
rors are isotropic in the ~f domain (i.e., ak ¼ bk ¼ αk
and ci;j ¼ 0) and if we approximate Eq. (57) up to sec-
ond order terms (A2), then
ϵiðrÞ ≈ α2r2: ð58Þ
Therefore, Δ can be approximated as
Δ ¼ p2q2ðhr4i − hr2i2Þ; ð59Þ
where p2 and q2 are α2 for ϵ1 and ϵ2, respectively.
Since we know the individual PSSN values,
1 − PSS1 ¼ hϵ1i ¼ p2hr2i;
1 − PSS2 ¼ hϵ2i ¼ q2hr2i;
ð60Þ
Eq. (59) becomes
Δ ≈ ðhr
4iÞ − hr2i2Þ
hr2i2 ð1 − PSS1Þð1 − PSS2Þ: ð61Þ
Once the atmosphere OTF is defined as in A6,
ðhr2i − hr2i2Þ
hr2i2
is a scalar value that can be computed to a finite
value. We find the constant as 1.2119…; therefore,
we prove Eq. (56).
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